
·12-6 Coordinates in Space Notes . .

In <l coordinate Pline, theord~red pair for ~ach point has two numbers, or coordinates, to
describe its locctton because a plane has two dimensions. In space, each point requires .
t~ree ~umbers, 0, coordinctes, to describe' its location b.ecause space has three
dimensions. In space, the X-, Y-,and z-axes are perpendicular to each other.

A point in spcce Jrepr.sented by an ordered triple of real numbers (x,y,z).

Just as Pythagorean Theorem can be used to find the distance between two points in a .
Plane, it can alsQJ:>I'eused to find the distance between two points in space. . .. .

Recall Pythagoren Theorem in 3-D. If you have a right~rectangular prism with dimensions.
x, Y, and z, then the length of the diagonal (through the interior of the prism) is found by:
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Therefore, the distance between points A and B can be found using the Pythagorean
Theorem in 3-D.

d=~(Xz -x.)Z +(Y2 -Yt)Z +(Z2 _z ..)z .

The midpoint'formula can else be extended to 3-D. SupposeM is the miqpoint of A.B, a
segment in space. The midpoint has the following coordinates:. (x.I+ Xz Yl + Yz Zt +~ ) . ... ....
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.' Example 1: Givenlpoints F(4, 14,8) and G{l, 2, -1). Find the length of FG and the
coordi,nates, of t~e midpoint of FG. .
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The formula for the equation of a sphere is an extension of the formula for the equation
of ci circle. The LruatiOn of ci sphere whose center is at (0,0,0) and whose radius is runits
long is as follows:' >I + v' +Z2 = r2.



The equation of a phere whose center is at (i,j,k) and whose radius is r units long is as
follows: (X-i)2 + {)f_j)2 +(z:kl :::r2.

Example 2: Write the equation of a sphere that has a diameter with endpoints at (1,3,-4)

and (7,9,6). \, (y. _~') 1. r (tf -lc ')'2.. 'I-(:t:--:I')"1-:' r
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E~Qmple3: Withre!erenc~ to a~ airport, an a~rpane IS rm es w.es, ml.~ north,. and 5
mIles up. Anothe~ cirplcne IS 2 mll~ east, 5mtles south, and 2 miles lip. Ftndthe distance
between the two QirplaneS. (hint: let north and south be positive and negativey; east and
.west be negative bnd positive x; up refers ~o z) . .. .. ."- .

Example 4: Five of the vertices of a rectangular solid are points:
A(4!-3,-1), B(1,-3,!-1), C(l, -3, 5), D(l, 2, -i), and E(4, 2,5). Find the coordinates of the.;,
other three ve~tic~. _ _.. 1. ' . - ~ . c..( \A--:';...:..I ~?_)_~._"r~l.'J...,~)(l, ~,~.(--f-, 3, 5 )'(-1 d..., b ) .
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